Futaba town forever

We are located in the harsh conditions of unprecedented evacuation. I cannot afford the drift the ocean forever. Countries to prepare the ground landing soon, I’ve been asked the day that can be revived. However, time was not enough.

Well-being of residents hope that prayer can be a peaceful town in the absence of radioactivity, Tsudoeru everyone, today, I offer Futaba resignation of mayor. I know and I would like the following from my efforts so far.

I will not lose to one accident

That lose in the nuclear accident is that it is now, nothing.
I do not want to lose Futaba town. I want you to survive each win. No matter now live off the land each, the risk of radioactivity is leaving home for decommissioning has been completed, I will now be able to rally in harmony with nature.

To my children, without forgetting this chagrin, I would like you to rebuild the town Futaba happy many times to survive at any cost. I will people learn not to lose it, you will be prompted. I want to become the world’s male.

That (1) would not lose Do not forget the following:

It was asked from the country, please evacuate ①.
I was saying that TEPCO and country ② absolute accident will not occur.
TEPCO and the town and county ③ is that there is a safety agreement.
④ The accident that we do not caused.
That there is no formal apology and sympathy ⑤. (It is not a form) that can not exercise their rights ⑥ other than yourself.
It was made exposure ⑦.
Be forced to clean up radioactive ⑧.
That the return to the city in 20msv / y ⑨. (Limit of the general public the following 1msv / y)

What do you do to win (2)

To determine the cause of an accident ①.
You can create menus of damages suffered by our ②.
To the accumulation of damage ③.
Make a request for recovery ④.
Demand that the limit of recovery and alternate ⑤. (Temporary town, town of renting)
to share the burden of proof of the absence ⑥.
Notice ⑦.
Learning the tribulations of the residents of Minamata ⑧.
Listening to the residents of Hiroshima and Nagasaki ⑨.
Listening to the residents of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Do not forget the kindness of you haven.

Keeping a healthy gene many townspeople.

Do not follow in the footsteps of to check the reality of Ukraine.

Bringing together the power of the town

That the roles.

Issues and compensation surveys and decontamination issues and pollution issues and workplace issues, health issues, housing issues and issue interim storage facility, school, cemetery problem by eliminating the disadvantage of creating a town such as research organizations.

② can make the Accident Investigation Board report of the accident realities of residents were forced to evacuate is not being talked about. Would have been treated poorly because they left outside, we must keep a proper record to configure their own town committee.

To exercise the right to claim two

Watching Corps organization ① organization of lawyers of Academic Affairs organization document ③ activity organization volunteer organization of victim groups exposed ⑤

We must win the rehabilitation of the victims and the sovereignty of the people and the organization.

Teachings of our predecessors in this world there are three

Onkochishin (1)

A new idea emerges from the history. been told about the problem which you are facing. Shineha clan that is an ancestor of us was destroyed by Soma, far away that the Aizu clan lost to Choshu. However, we have been living without losing that perish. Thanks to people before, now I will not be tied to future generations if we do not take over the life of the town. There is no precedent for upcoming accident. Towards the revival of Futaba-machi difficulties without losing lives, of many, and now he will survive and avoid the effects of radiation damage to DNA by children.

There are a total of five to life (2)

Ones that are new terms Zhu precept of life in China, Song Dynasty told as a lesson. There are living, only meters, household, old meter, meter is a final idea that survive are marked.

Masamichi eight road say (3)

been made for the investigator that a long time ago, Buddha had been in India, and preached that there is a new road.

Correct point of view: look at the positive thinking correct: the correct word unfeigned: positive word right behavior: honest business
Occupation: Correct positive life
right effort: positive vegetarian
correct concentration: Shonen
Focus: Correct positive definite

Can not be a spirit like this to us now. I want to encourage serious soul-searching words regarded as the forces that are trying to trivialize and ignore the human rights of victims of this accident, or TEPCO and country this term. Hopefully, as part of the lesson of my life, I want to bear in mind children in Futaba Town. Many have learned in this accident. I found it to say that the disregard for human life in our country. Country gave us the declaration of war called evacuation. Weapons, means also, why we do not have authority would fight. Auschwitz Museum in Shirakawa. that the Nazi massacre of the Jews by poison gas is a fact of public attention. In Fukushima Prefecture has been hurt by poison DNA of residents of radioactivity. Consequences is the reverse. In addition to making the evacuation as soon as possible from this state, there is no guarantee of health. I may be doing decontamination enough to take the time then. Little experience to say the safety standards in artificial radioactivity. Say that a person live in 20msv / y is shown living with family would be first. Fukushima Prefectural I do I can confirm it was safe to return. Guinea pigs for more than this, do not change the foreign tyrant and shoot missiles at people. I think residents are concerned playing in Japan is not that without reconstruction of Fukushima, now of population decline, have hurt the leaders of the future, the reconstruction of Fukushima will not lead truly is not uncommon. Futaba town were uninhabitable in the town to attract primary. Things made with grant-related primary place I've been to all the town. Can not only attract primary town, it becomes possible for the first time the county closely related. We have received criticism from people across the country, “Do you guys facing the victim is left to attract” primary. Now there is no place for truth no matter where you are, we live so desperately while becoming lost to suffering. Dad must support children, the elderly, the household, the first Prime Minister Naoto Kan appealed to the screams of mothers. Did not change. I was complaining of national treatment as Prime Minister Noda for that. However, everyone in town is now out of bounds. To sue the plight of the country town somehow, to do the role scolded townspeople, he has to be put out in the media. Province also has sued the plight. I recently asked a question as well. Answer was disappointed rather than the specific content. Since the governor is not answered and said to make the interim storage facility for the reconstruction of Fukushima Futaba town, and to hear what do you is the reconstruction of Futaba-machi. So, I still did not answer I say I see the town is depressed. In this discussion it will not be. I was asked why I decided to place two to Futaba to the Director of the Ministry of the Environment, I said I do not know. Please show me I’ve heard in proceedings, I did say that there is no answer at a later date. It is said that such a construction because not only study, but I’m not really a nice high. There is a history and assets predecessors have built from the old town. That said I do not want to build interim storage facility for people who do not understand the history. I would like you to determine the direction of the town after everyone has been discussed enough. I want to ask
young people to decide. Everyone of the people that you help to rescue everyone evacuation of each municipality in Fukushima prefecture, Fukushima Prefecture, and from the time of the accident, including country and everyone in the town that we have until now supported, each local towns and villages Futaba, everyone of parliamentarians, of local governments across the country offer everyone, everyone of Saitama Prefecture and Saitama prefectural assembly, everyone of the residents, and everyone Kazo Kazo City Council, civil everyone, everyone in Sakura, everyone in the medical community, everyone of welfare, of valuable information people who have, I was able to be supported by everyone who received the support of volunteers from all over the world, to everyone we received a lot of support in this opportunity to flee, domestic and finally come up here. I would like to express our hearty thanks, let me instead Greetings retirement. Thank you very much for a long time.
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